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American Press Institute Intended for news outlets, this resource shares research and data as
it relates to the news and technology usage of people in the United States. Includes a range of
data related to audience trends in media and digital platform usage which can help you target
your audiences. For example, a study on millennials news-
https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/publications/reports/survey-research/millennials-news/

Local News Habits An interactive resource from Pew, you can look up the news habits of a
local media market.
https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/interactives/local-news-habits/41860/

M+R Fast Pitch Tool. Simple tool to generate a customized pitch.
https://www.mrss.com/toolshed/fast-pitch-tool/

NPR Training Tools. A wide variety of resources ranging from how to write catchy headlines to
how to make a DIY audio studio. https://training.npr.org/

Op-Ed Project. This site and organization exist to help nonprofit and movement leaders write
and place effective op-ed pieces. https://www.theopedproject.org/

Press Materials Resources from Cision
Cision Resources: This public relations platform has published a worksheet that gives you
step-by-step guidance on how to right a press release. (See page 2 of this document)

Cision has also created a free press release checking tool, that can help you to analyze a draft
press release and optimize it for your target audience.
https://pr.cision.co.uk/press-release-analyser-tool?utm_source=cision&utm_medium=webpage-
guide&utm_campaign=how-to-write-a-pr
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HOW TO
WRITE A PRESS RELEASE
IN FOUR EASY STEPS

PRESS RELEASES REMAIN 
AN ESSENTIAL TOOL OF 
THE TRADE FOR PRS AND 
COMMUNICATORS ALIKE.

The media landscape may have changed dramatically 
in recent years. But the fundamentals of media relations 
remain the same, whether you’re launching a product, 
handling a crisis or contributing to a topical public debate. 
And, while it may be evolving, the press release remains a 
staple of media relations and PR.

It’s also what journalists want to receive. Cision’s 2019 State 
of the Media Report found that 73% of those surveyed 
wanted to receive press releases from brands and comms 
professionals, ranking well ahead of other content types.

IDENTIF Y THE NEWS HOOK1

when writing a press release is to identify the “news hook”.
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TO MAKE SURE YOU’RE PRODUCING THE BEST PRESS RELEASES 
POSSIBLE, WE’VE CREATED A GUIDE WHICH WILL HELP YOU TO 
CREATE GREAT PRESS RELEASES IN FOUR EASY STEPS.
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DECIDE WHICH INFORMATION TO INCLUDE

PUT THE MOST NEWSWORTHY FAC TS FIRST

USE CISION’S FREE PRESS RELEASE CHECKING TOOL
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you deliver the key information to a journalist and their readers:

• Who are the important people in your story?
•
•
•
•
•

-

-
-

-

-

The Cision press release

LAUNCH THE TOOL


